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Abstract
The paradigm of literature-based knowledge discovery
originated by Swanson involves finding meaningful
associations between terms or concepts that have not occurred
together in any previously published document. While several
automated approaches have been applied to this problem,
these generally evaluate the literature at a point in time, and
do not evaluate the role of change over time in distributional
statistics as an indicator of meaningful implicit associations.
To address this issue, we develop and evaluate Symmetric
Random Indexing (SRI), a novel variant of the Random
Indexing (RI) approach that is able to measure implicit
association over time. SRI is found to compare favorably to
existing RI variants in the prediction of future direct cooccurrence. Summary statistics over several experiments
suggest a trend of converging semantic distance prior to the
co-occurrence of key terms for two seminal historical
literature-based discoveries.
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Introduction
The field of literature-based knowledge discovery can be
traced at its inception to the fortuitous discovery by Don
Swanson of an implicit and therapeutically useful connection
between fish-oil and Raynaud's Disease [1]. The idea
underlying Swanson's approach to this problem is that two
concepts may be meaningfully associated despite not yet
having occurred together in the literature. The discovery of
such implicit connections constitutes a literature-based
knowledge discovery, and a number of computational
approaches have been applied in an attempt to automate
discoveries of this nature (for a review see [2], [3] and [4]).

These approaches generally attempt to identify unknown
connections by first identifying a “linking term” which cooccurs with the cue term. However, the explicit identification
of linking terms imposes certain limitations on the discovery
process. Firstly, the number of possible linking terms is
generally large, and a combinatorial explosion in the size of
the discovery search space occurs with the number of linking
terms permitted on the path from cue to target. Consequently,
automation of Swanson's discovery paradigm in this manner
incurs I/O and computational costs that limit the possibilities
for dynamic and responsive literature-based discovery tools.
In this context, the development of methods to directly
identify implicit connections, without the need for explicit
identification of a linking term presents a desirable alternative.
Such goals have led researchers in the field to explore
methods of distributional semantics that directly identify
implicit connections (without the need to explicitly identify a
linking term), as an alternative [5], [6]. In our recent research,
we have shown that Reflective Random Indexing (RRI) [7], a
customized variant of the Random Indexing (RI) [8] approach
to distributional semantics, is effective in identifying
meaningful implicit connections.
However, a further limitation of existing approaches,
including our own, is that they attempt to determine
meaningful implicit connections by considering the
distribution of terms or concepts in a corpus at a single point
in time. From another perspective, the detection of meaningful
implicit connections in a time-delimited set of documents can
be viewed as the prediction of future explicit connections [9],
[7]. One might hypothesize that changes in the strength of
implicit associations over time would be important in
predicting explicit connections in the future, as the associative
strength between two concepts from disparate fields would be
expected to grow as new connections are discovered between
other concepts in these fields. In this paper we explore the
extent to which changes in implicit associative strength over

time are predictive of explicit connections in the future, in the
context of two historical literature-based discoveries. In order
to do so, we require a scalable model that is able to derive
implicit connections from text, and is also easily incrementally
updateable to accommodate adding new documents
chronologically to the model without significant recomputation.
Both RI and RRI offer significant advantages in scalability
over established methods such as Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [5] (for a computational details see [7]). In addition,
both RI and RRI allow for incremental updates, as new
documents are added to the corpus [8], [7]. As we have
shown in our previous work [7], RI as originally implemented
is ineffective in deriving meaningful associations between
terms that do not occur together in any document. The reason
for this is that RI produces a reasonably accurate reduceddimensional approximation of the term-by-document matrix
describing the distributional statistics in the corpus concerned.
Distance between terms is measured using the cosine (or
normalized scalar product) between the vector representations
of these terms in the reduced-dimensional space. Two terms
that do not share any document between them will be
represented as two vectors with no non-zero dimensions in
common, and consequently their relatedness as measured by
the cosine metric will be zero. RI does a good enough job of
preserving the relative distances in the original matrix that
there is a high probability of this being true in the reduceddimensional matrix also [10]. In our previous work, we have
addressed this limitation using RRI [7], however on account of
its iterative nature the process for incremental updates using
this method requires several steps.

Methods
To simplify the process of incremental updates for the purpose
of exploring changes over time, we have developed a simple
yet novel variant of RI which is also effective in deriving
meaningful associations between terms that do not co-occur.
The idea underlying this variant emerged from the observation
that in the Singular Value Decomposition, which is used for
dimension reduction in LSI, a reduced-dimensional
approximation of the initial term-document matrix is obtained
by finding the eigenvectors of the matrix AtA. This matrix is
constructed by multiplying the term-document matrix by its
transpose. Consequently a more consistent mapping between
LSI and RI is obtained by adapting RI to reduce the
dimensions of this symmetric matrix, in which each term is
represented in terms of the extent to which its distribution
across documents is similar to that of every other term. We
will refer to this variant as Symmetric Random Indexing
(SRI).

The procedure for dimension reduction of a term-document
matrix using RI is as follows:
(1) Assign a k-dimensional (k in the order of 1000) zero
vector to every document. We will term these elemental
vectors.
(2) Set at random on the order of 10 of these zero values to
+1, and the same number to -1.
(3) Assign a k-dimensional zero vector to every term. We
will call these semantic vectors.
(4) Each time a term occurs in a document, add the elemental
vector for this document to the semantic vector for this
term (a weighting metric can optionally be applied here).
An advantage of RI is that the full term-document matrix is
not ever represented in its entirety, which offers significant
space advantages. As the elemental vectors are sparse, there is
a high probability of their being orthogonal, or close-toorthogonal to one another. Consequently, rather than assigning
an orthogonal dimension to each document, as is the case in
the full term-document matrix, a near-orthogonal elemental
vector is assigned to each document, and semantic vectors for
terms are projected directly into the reduced-dimensional
space. The procedure for dimension reduction of the
symmetric matrix AtA using SRI is as follows:
(1) Assign a high-dimensional (in the order of 1000) zero
vector to every term. We will call these elemental
vectors.
(2) Set at random on the order of 10 of these zero values to
+1, and the same number to -1.
(3) Also assign a k-dimensional zero vector to every term.
We will call these semantic vectors .
(4) Every time a term occurs in a document, add to its
semantic vector the elemental vector for every other term
occurring in the document, multiplied by the frequency
with which this term occurs in the document (a weighting
metric can be optionally applied here).
This procedure can be understood best by reviewing the
process of matrix multiplication (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Matrix multiplication to generate AtA1
A given cell, for example the cell {0,1} in the AtA matrix is
obtained by taking the scalar product between the row At{0,:}
and the column A{:,1} (Figure 1). To affect dimension
reduction using random projection, we would like to assign a
reduced-dimensional elemental vector to the column
AtA{:,1}, thereby achieving dimension reduction by replacing
each orthogonal dimension of the matrix AtA with a nearorthogonal approximation, in a similar manner to the process
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This figure has been updated since publication of the paper.

of RI. However, as the scalar product is a linear process, it is
not necessary to calculate it simultaneously (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Components of the scalar product
Rather, we can calculate each linear component of the scalar
product independently and multiply this by the elemental
vector for AtA{:,1}. The sum of these linear components each
multiplied by the elemental vector will equal the product of
the elemental vector and the cell AtA{0,1}. In this way, we
are able to create a reduced-dimensional approximation of
AtA on a document-by-document basis, without constructing
the full matrix. Consequently it is possible to derive implicit
associations from large data-sets using this method. The space
complexity of this model is O(tk + ts) where t is the number of
terms to be indexed, k is the dimensionality of the reduceddimensional space, and s is the number of non-zero values in
each elemental vector. As with other variants of RI, time
complexity is linear to the number of documents in the corpus.
In the experiments presented in this paper, we utilize SRI to
derive implicit associations from abstracts in the MEDLINE
corpus, and monitor the strengths of these associations as new
documents are added incrementally to the model. In addition
to the four steps of SRI described above, we use the logentropy weighting metric to minimize the effect of disparities
in local term frequency and emphasize the effect of terms that
are focally represented [11]. In addition, we perform an onthe-fly equivalent of normalization of the document vectors to
minimize the effect of differences in document length. Both of
these customizations are common practice in Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) [12], which has been successful in the
derivation of meaningful implicit associations from smaller
corpora in a number of applications [12]. In all cases, we
generate vectors for those unique terms occurring 10 times or
more in the corpus concerned, that do not contain any nonalphabet characters. In addition, we exclude terms on the
stopword list distributed with the Arrowsmith system [13],
which has been customized for the purpose of literature-based
discovery.
Experiment 1: SRI and Implicit Associations
For the first experiment, we use SRI to derive a model of a
time-delimited segment of the MEDLINE database. As in our
previous research [7], this segment consists of the titles and
abstracts of all citations added to MEDLINE between 1980
and 1985. For comparison with existing models, two 2000dimensional SRI spaces are constructed, one with and one
without the use of log-entropy weighting. For each of a set of

2000 randomly selected cue terms, the same set as employed
previously, the 50-nearest indirect neighbors (NINS) are
retrieved. NIN's are the terms most associated with a cue term
that do not co-occur with it in any document in the corpus.
Finally the proportion of these NINS that co-occur directly
with the cue term in citations added to the 2008 release of
MEDLINE after 1985 are evaluated. The assumption
underlying this evaluation and similar methodologies [9], [14]
is that an implicit connection at one point in time will be
stated explicitly once it becomes discovered public
knowledge.
Experiment 2: Trajectory of Historical Discovery
Having evaluated the ability of our model to derive
meaningful indirect connections, we proceed to explore the
trajectory of scientific discovery in the context of two of
Swanson's seminal discoveries. For this experiment, we
derive a 1000-dimensional space from all of the abstracts in
the 2009 baseline release of MEDLINE (n=9,573,614),
generating vectors for every unique term meeting the
constraints described previously (n=333,214). We build this
model incrementally, processing those abstracts added to
MEDLINE every year, and evaluating the strength of
association (as measured with the cosine metric) between the
term “raynaud” and the term “eicosapentaenoic” which
represents eicosapentaenoic acid, the active ingredient of fish
oil. In addition, we keep track of the points in time when these
two terms occur together in an abstract. As a control, we also
assess the strength of association between the term “raynaud”
and the term “kuru” which was selected by the authors on the
account of their inability to conceive of a reason for these two
terms to be meaningfully associated. On account of the
stochastic nature of SRI and the small sample size, this
experiment is repeated 50 times establish an average and to
assess the statistical significance of the observed results. We
perform the same experiment using the terms “migraine” and
“magnesium”, another implicit association identified by
Swanson in his early experiments.

Results and discussion
Experiment 1
Figure 3 shows the results of the first experiment, presenting
the proportion of the 50 NIN's extracted prior to 1985 that cooccur directly with their cue term after 1985.

most of the differences between SRI and other models are
statistically significant, as are the changes in rank with
decreasing cosine similarity. However, we note that SRI also
favors NIN's with a higher global term frequency than other
models, as illustrated in Figure 4. Terms with high global
frequency are more likely to occur directly with cue terms by
chance, and are generally less informative. Nonetheless, the
results of this experiment show that log-entropy weighted SRI
is able to predict future direct co-occurrence more effectively
than any of the RI variants we have previously evaluated.

This experiment proves SRI is able to predict future cooccurrence, which can be viewed as a measure of its ability to
draw meaningful associations between terms that do not cooccur directly together in any document. When considering
the ten NIN's, the precision of SRI with log-entropy weighting
approaches 0.4. By comparison, in our previous research
precision at k=10 on this data set ranged between 0.25 and
0.36 for RI variants, with one exception: a second iteration of
the term-based RRI approach did produce a precision at k=10
of 0.4. However, repeated iterations make it more difficult to
implement the incremental updates that are essential for the
experiments presented here. All of these results exceed those
obtained in a similarly-structured comparative study of
discovery methods requiring explicit identification linking
terms [9].
Figure 4: Boxplot of the global frequencies of NIN's.

Figure 3: Comparison of RI variants. RI = Random Indexing
as originally implemented [8], TTRI = term-term (or sliding
window) RI [15], TRRI = term-based RRI [7], DRRI =
document-based RRI [7], SRIle = SRI with log-entropy
weighting.

Each column in Figure 3 shows this metric for a range of rank,
with the first column showing the proportion of the 10 nearest
indirect neighbors that predict future co-occurrence. This
column can be interpreted as precision at k=10, if future cooccurrence with the cue term is taken as a gold standard. SRI
is compared to results obtained with other RI variants on this
data set in a previous publication [7], which includes a
detailed comparison of the methodological differences
between these models. For the purposes of this paper we note
that the SRI model is more effective in predicting future cooccurrence than any of the models evaluated in our previous
work. As can be determined by the error bars on the graph (+1 standard deviation) along with the sample size (n=2,000),

While these results are not strictly comparable due to the
additional constraints and smaller size of the test set in the
evaluation using linking terms, that the precision at k=10 of
SRI in our experiment exceeds any published estimate for
other methods in similar evaluations suggest it will make a
useful addition to the set of tools currently employed for
literature-based discovery. However, SRI tends to retrieve on
average terms with higher global term frequency than other RI
variants, suggesting that some of the predictions may be less
informative than those produced by, for example, term-based
RRI.
Experiment 2

Figure 5: SRI associations between terms “raynaud” and
terms “eicosapentaenoic” and terms “raynaud” and “kuru”
between 1981 and 2009. Mean values over fifty runs depicted.
Figure 5 illustrates the aggregated results of fifty runs of the
second experiment. The figure show an increase in the
association between “raynaud” and “eicosapentaenoic” that
precedes the first time these terms co-occur together in a
MEDLINE abstract, which is shown by a circular marker. We
note that while the first observed co-occurrence occurs
approximately five years after Swanson's discovery, the
increase in associative strength begins before this. This
increase in associative strength is also greater than that
observed between “raynaud” and the control term, “kuru”, and
this pattern is consistent across runs. A similar pattern is
observed in relation to the implicit association between
“migraine” and “magnesium” (Figure 6).

Figure 6: SRI associations between terms “migraine” and
“magnesium” and terms “migraine” and “kuru” from 1981
to 2009. Mean values over fifty runs depicted.
In both cases, the increase in the strength of the implicit
association precedes direct co-occurrence. This experiment
provides some suggestive evidence that an approach
incorporating changes over time may offer an advantage over
approaches that view distributional statistics as a static
snapshot in time. There is evidence from this study of a sharp
rise in the strength of implicit association between the terms
“raynaud” and “eicosapentaenoic”, as well as between the
terms “migraine” and “magnesium” that precedes both their
first direct co-occurrence in an abstract and Swanson's seminal
literature-based discoveries. However, as in all experiments
simulating historical literature-based discoveries, there is the
concern that findings related to a particular discovery may not
generalize.

Limitations and future work
In our current research, we are investigating the extent to
which trends in time, as measured using SRI, can be of use in
the prediction of future co-occurrence from a large sample set.
Results up to this point have been inconclusive: re-ranking of
SRI-based NIN’s according to the positive change in their
cosine to the cue term over time does not appear to improve
predictive ability. Furthermore, while terms with the greatest
increase in association to a given cue term (Table I) are often
meaningfully related, this measure of relatedness does not
appear to be as predictive of future co-occurrence as SRI
alone. Further research is required to develop methods that
utilize the additional information provided by trends over
time.

thrombolysis

schizophrenia

0.127: intracoronary

0.065: dimond

0.109: stk

0.055: casenotes

0.100: reocclusion

0.054: multiconditional

0.083: recanalisations

0.053: constructivist

0.077: reoccluded

0.049: schizoform

0.075: recanalised

0.048: balogh

0.074: recanalization

0.047: nonsimultaneity

0.067: thrombolysin

0.047: palau

0.065: reperfusion

0.045: murky

0.063: myocardial

0.044: schizoaffectives

Table I: Terms with the greatest increase in (direct)
association strength between 1980 and 1985 to cue terms
“thrombolysis” and “schizophrenia”. In the case of
schizophrenia, the set of terms is orthogonal to that produced
with SRI alone, and includes authors and a geographic
location of relevance to schizophrenia at the time.

While this work does demonstrate the effectiveness of SRI in
deriving meaningful implicit associations, and provides some
suggestive evidence that additional useful information is
obtained by following trends in these associations over time,
the methods used to measure changes over time are
rudimentary. In our future work we will explore linear
regression models and other more sophisticated approaches to

measuring change over time to determine the extent to which
these improve the ability to predict future co-occurrence. In
addition, we will evaluate other factors we have not attended
to here, such as the point in time at which future cooccurrence occurs.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present and evaluate SRI, a method which
enables highly efficient updating of term vectors as additional
documents are added to a database. The ability to track
changes in the strengths of implicit associations over time is
one of the advantages of the method. We find suggestive
evidence that the additional information provided by this
method may be of use in the prediction of future cooccurrence, and consequently it is of interest for literaturebased knowledge discovery. The finding that this method is
productive in deriving implicit associations has implications
for information retrieval also, as it is both scalable and more
conveniently amenable to incremental updates than similarly
productive models.
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annually for each of the 50 NIN's, and re-rank these NIN's
according to that slope. The proportion of the top 10 re-ranked
NIN's that co-occur directly with each cue term in MEDLINE
after 1995 is evaluated.

Addendum:
This section describes an additional experiment that was
conducted after submission of this paper, and presented at the
MEDINFO conference.

Experiment 3:
In this experiment we evaluated the extent to which the
additional information derived from the change in association
between terms over time could be used to enhance the
prediction of future co-occurrence. We do so by using the
change over time (experiment 2) observed in implicit
association strength (experiment 1) to re-rank the 50 NIN's of
a set of 500 randomly selected cue terms such that those
NIN's exhibiting the greatest positive change are promoted.
These query terms were selected with the constraints that they
had a global frequency of less than 100,000, and more than
10.

We conducted two variations of this experiment. In the first,
which we term “cumulative”, the vectors accumulate
additional information from year to year. In the second, which
we term “annual” the vectors are erased at the start of each
year, to emphasize change. The results of these experiments
are shown in Figure A2, which shows the mean number of the
ten nearest indirect neighbors that co-occurred with one
another after 1995. The figure shows an improvement in
predictive ability for the sloped annual vectors over the other
two models. On account of the distribution of the data, this
improvement is statistically significant (the error bars in the
figure show one standard error above and below the mean).

Figure A2: Predictive Ability of Models

Figure A1: Overview of experimental design

An overview of this experiment, which was conducted using a
1000-dimensional log-entropy weighted SRI space, is
provided in Figure A1. As in experiment 2, we incrementally
and chronologically build a set of term vectors from the
abstracts in the 2009 baseline release of MEDLINE. At a
particular point in time, 1985, we extract the 50 NIN's of each
of the 500 query terms. We then continue to build the term
vectors, and once we reach 1985 we measure the slope of the
line between the cue-NIN association from 1985-1995

In conclusion, this experiment showed that the additional
information provided by measuring the convergence of term
representations over time can be used to enhance the
prediction of future co-occurrence. However, this
enhancement is sensitive to the way in which change over
time is modeled, and in our experiments to date has been a
robust finding in the case of sloped vectors that are renewed
annually only. Neither experiments with cumulative vectors,
nor those in which the slope was measured on a monthly basis,
have shown an improvement in predictive ability over SRI
alone.

